Pedigree of: FC NAFC CNFC Sherwood's Best Chance  
Sex: (M)  Date of Birth: 4/30/1978  
Color: W/L  Reg. No.: SC692688  
Owner: Denny Crick  Breeder: Denny Crick

```
+--Brackenbank Solo  
  +--Tenchleys Sargeant  
    |   +--Fressingfield Breeze  
  +--EFC Berrystead Factor  
    |   |   +--EFC Jonkit Jasper  
    |   |   +--ENFC Berrystead Freckle  
    |   +--Jonkit Juno  
  +--NFC AFC CFC Dewfield Bricksclose Flint  
    |   +--ENFC Rivington Glensaugh Glean  
    |   +--ENFC Markdown Muffin  
    |   |   +--Ludlovian Diana FTW  
    +--Bricksclose Sable  
      |   +--Hales Smut  
      |   +--EFC Bricksclose Scilla  
      +--Bricksclose Cherry FTW  
  +--FC NAFC CNFC Sherwood's Best Chance  
    |   +--Saighton's Salmon  
    |   +--ENFC Saighton's Stinger  
    |   |   +--Creevanmore Brownie  
    +--FC NAFC Saighton's Signal  
      |   |   +--EFC Saighton's Swing  
      |   +--EFC Saighton's Speke  
      |   +--Judy of Ards  
  +--FC NAFC CFC Sheila of Sherwood  
    |   +--Michael Victor  
    +--Duke of Cascade  
      |   +--Mit St Dee  
  +--Hannah Rose of Turner Farm  
    |   +--Hilvay's Tobias of Union Hill  
  +--Samantha of McGilchrist  
    +--Princess Penlawn
```